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1. Valuer‘s Role



Today

The influence of sustainability on the market value today is not very high. "
BUT: There will be an impact on future values - in other words: exit values. "
As more investors realize this fact as more sustainablility will influence today‘s 
pricing.



The valuer‘s role



2. Lastest RICS publication



number of labled commercial propertiesMarket
RICS: Grün kommt, May 2011



number of labled commercial propertiesNear future
RICS: Grün kommt, May 2011



3. Valuer‘s problem



Energy efficiency vs. SustainabilityThe valuer‘s problem



What is a green building?The valuer‘s problem



What is this?Green issue djungle

v  Primary energy 
demand ?

v  Energetic quality ?
v  CO2-Emissions ?
v  EPC ?
v  LCC ?
v  Share of renewable 

materials ?
v  insulation class ?



Do we need new methods?The valuer‘s problem



Many issues are already in the valuation reportsNo. No new methods



Showing that most „sustainability“ factors are already included in the reports
just not addressed.

Long list



long list - draft



• What is it?

• How is it messured?

• What might be the impact?

Guidance

Translation



4. Literature research



Lützkendorf/Lorenz, 2010

Literature research



5. Germany



Darmstadt

•  residential rents are "
0,50 €/m2/month "
higher if the primary energy 
demand is lower than "
175 KWh/m2/a

•  0,50 €/m2/month is roughly 
10%, if the flat was constructed 
between 1977 and 2007 and 
the total size is around 100 m2

Best practice



7. Switzerland



Minergy boomSwitzerland

Meins, CCRS, 2010



8. Suggestions and timeframe



Suggestions to the valuation profession"
"
1. extending the property transaction "
    databanks with „sustainable information“"
2. writing a chapter about „sustainability“"
  even if no adjustments have to be made"
3. training of the valuation profession "
    to make them understand what "
    sustainability is about"


German 
speaking



Time frame"
"
We are keen on finalising the NUWEL 
Guidance note in 2011."
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